**LOADS TURNER**

Turning heavy and/or bulky loads is often difficult and dangerous.

In order to operate in good conditions during:
- quality control
- machining & assembling
- finishing
- handling

Tractel Solutions offers the pal-turn® solution: easy to use, reliable and maintenance-free.

pal-turn® meets the needs of tomorrow’s handling.

---

**THE RANGE**

- Capacity from 1 up to more than 20 tonnes
- Fixed or adjustable load-centre strap
- Customized machine length
- Horizontality signalling
- Retractable lower hook
- Cordless model (with batteries)
- Single-strap turners for very long loads
- Possible development of the machine during life cycle

---

**THE ESSENTIAL**

In many industrial activities:

- Foundry (Fonderies d’Usel),
- chassis (Renault),
- mechanical construction (LGI, Etamel, Airbus, Matra, Bombardier),
- civil engineering and building (Bonna Sible, St-Gobain-Stradial),
- boat industry (Sessa Marine, Errepeplast),
- industrial servicing (SNCF)

...and during the following operations:

- loading machines
- processing
- packing
- servicing machines

---

**STANDARDS**

- Machinery Directive 98/37/CE relating to the health and safety requirements
- Current European standards